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the city and/or nation? Can the student read the material that the
school and society expect him to read? The first question was
answered by looking at the standardized tests administered each year.
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from cities across the nation. The second question has not been fully
assessed, and it is this question that the assessment plan is
attempting to answer. Students focused upon in this plan were fourth,
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PART I

PRELIMINARY COMMENTS

A Brief Historical Review

In 1969 President Nixon's Administtion declared that the

most important target for the decade ahead was the achievement of the

"right to read" goal of literacy for all citizens.

In the spring of 1970, the Department of Public Instruction,

in response, prepared a position paper entitled "The 'Right to Read':

a Wisconsin Plan." The plan set as the primary goal of the Department

of Public Instruction Reading Task Force the following: To lotovide

ateumatance6 de4igned .to inatat the ski.te and de4ine nece44a4g to

/mad mithin the butt timitA o6 hiA capacity 04 every individuat in

our zociety.

Within the context of this primary goal, the Reading Task

Force had five action goals, one of which was...

"The initiation and implementation of an immediate
and ongoing program of statewide assessment of
reiing performance and reading instruction within
the State of Wiscons.i."

To this end an assessment committee was charged with the

task of developing a plan for assessment of reading literacy. In

March of 1971, Dr. John Gottman, a staff member at the University of

Wisconsin Instructional Research Laboratory, submitted such a plan to

the Department of Public Instruction.

It is this plan that the Madison Public Schools, in coopera-

tion with the Instructional Research Laboratory and Oepartment of

Public Instruction, is piloting.



The Scope of the Assessment Plan

An assessment of a reading program could possibly examine

that reading program from a number of points of view. It could look

at teacher background and expertise. It could look at teacher

behavior in the classroom. It could look at teacher-education (pre-

service and inservice) programs. It could look at the books and

materials used in a reading program. And finally it could look at the

student to see how well he is reading.

The assessment plan presented here chose to look at the

student. When looking at the student these two questions come to mind.

1) How well is the student achieving in reading in comparison with

other students in his class, his grade and at his age across the city

and/or nation? 2) Can the student read the material that the school

and society expect him to read?

The answer to the first question can be found by looking at

the standardized reading tests typically administered each year. In

Madison we administer a number of such tests. For instance, this year

we are using the following:

- Grade 1. The Clymer-Barrett Reading Readiness Test

- Grade 2. The Gates MacGinitie Reading Test

- Grade 3. The Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test

- Grade 4. The STEP Reading Test

- Grade 5. The STEP Reading Test
- Grade 8. The STEP Reading Test

Each of these tests with the exception of the readiness test

typically contain a vocabulary section and a comprehension section. In

the comprehension section students read a number of prepared paragraphs

and then respond to carefully constructed multiple choice questions.



An analysis of student achievement on these tests shows that

Madison students do on the average read as well as or better than

students from other cities across the nation. This might lead members

of the community to be satisfied with the instruction children are re-

ceiving in school. When looking at student groups within the city, the

analysis reveals differences among groups of students. This naturally

raises questions regarding factors that might contribute to the differences.

When carefully thought out questions are raised, answers should

be systematically prepared. These questions would likely fall in the areas

of the nature of instruction, the equality of instruction, and differences

in social economic backgrounds of students. In the main, it appears that

the Madison Board of Education, through the schools, materials, teachers

and support personnel, is providing children with quality instructional

experiences. Once again though, it should be noted that the answer to the

question "Do Madison students achieve in reading as well as other students

across the nation ?" is yes.

The second question "Can the student read the material that the

school and society expect him to read?" is quite different from the first.

A completely different type of information is required before this question

can be answered. It is this question that the Reading Assessment plan

attempts to answer. Therefore, the rest of this paper deals with how the

Madison Public Schools in cooperation with the Wisconsin Department of

Public Instruction and the University of Wisconsin Instructional Research

Laboratory set about to answer this question.

The Nature of the Assessment Plan

To introduce the nature of the assessment plan used in Madison,

a number of clarifying questions about "Can students read the material

that school and society expect them to read?" are raised and answered.
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Question: Is this question usually asked and answered?

Answer: Asked, yes. Answered--well, teachers sensitive

to reading know part of the answer, but actual

data is not systematically gathered. Because

of this, Mad4-on is engaged in a unique assess-

ment.

Question: Who are "the students"?

Answer: Students focused upon in this plan were fourth

graders, seventh graders, tenth graders and

twelfth graders.

Question: What does "read" mean?

Answer: - "Read" sometimes means "to be able to associate

the correct sound with the given letters in words."

By listening to a child, another person could tell

if he were "sounding out" the words in the message.

- "Read" can mean "to be able to comprehend or under-

stand what is written." This definition approaches

what we mean here by "read." The problem becomes

what is meant by comprehend.

- So more specifically, "read" for us was defined as

"the ability to gain information from what was read."

Question: What is meant by "material?"

Answer; Anything printed that schools and society give to,

address to or suggest to students at a particular

age. For instance, society seems to expect 12th

graders to "read" financial contracts; the publishers

of the magazine Boy's Life expect 7th graders to be

able to "read" Lioy2ast.._ife.
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Question: How do you measure whether or not students can

"read" (gain information) from a chosen piece

of material?

Answer: - One way is to talk to the student and find out

what information he gained from the message. Of

course, this is impractical and may prove to be

unreliable (too much left to interpretation on the

part of the interviewer).

- Another way is to carefully construct multiple

choice questions as the standardized test people

do. This would be quite an undertaking when you

consider the number of different materials you

would like to find out if students could read.

- A third method of measuring whether or not students

are gaining information is the cloze test of

reading comprehension.

This reading assessment uses the cloze test.

End of Questions? -

You have at this point just 1.int4hed /Leading ptetiminalui

comments. 16 we have wtitten wete, you 4houtd oe abte to an4wex
these genetat question4. (1) Who .initiated the teading as4e44-

ment? (2) What pn tmax question is the /Lead ing a44e44ment
asking? (3) W othen quations about tending au asked and
how axe these mute/Led not by this a44e44ment? (4) In the

a44e44ment, who 4:4 a44e44ed, what Ls as4e44ed, and how 4:4

as4e44ed?

16 you ate un4ute og the answers, jot down questions that you
would tike to a4 k.
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The pitowing sections witf iciude:
(1) What 4:4 the ctoze test? (2) Why use it?
(3) How does the ctoze test negate .tc Liteui.cy?
(4) How was the assessment set up? (5) What

questions shoad the assessment /wise?

PART II

WHAT IS THE "CLOZE TEST"?

To explain what the doze test or procedure is can perhaps

best be accomplished by describing the procedures for using it.

Bormuth (1968a) set forth five succinct steps: a) a passage is selected

from given materials, b) every fifth word in the passage is deleted and

replaced by underlined blanks of equal length, c) the passage (test) is

then duplicated and given, without time limits, to students who have not

read the material from which the passage was taken, d) students are

instructed to write in each blank the word they think was deleted,

e) responses are scored correct when they exactly match (disregarding

minor misspellings) the words deleted. According to Bormuth, "When the

tests have been made properly, a student's score can be interpreted as

how well he understands the materials from which the tests were made."

On the following page you will find a sample doze test. This

passage was taken from a pamphlet on bicycle safety and is published by

the State of Wisconsin Division of Motor Vehicles and is distributed to

young bicyclists.
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RULES FOR BIKE DRIVERS

. Drive close to the right side of the

single file, and pass cars with core.

. Sit the bicycle seat when , .

and never carry extra -- no "trick" riding.

. Never rides on other vehicles.

. carry loads which prevent

from keeping at least hand on the handlebars

all times. (Or better, attach a basket to

your bike for packages, so you always have both hands free

for driving.)
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The correct answers to this cloze test are 1. road 2. parked

3. on 4. riding 5. passengers 6. hitch 7. never 8. you 9. one

10. at

The cloze test since its conception (Taylor, 1953) has been

used in two ways. First, it has been used as a readability procedure

to determine the appropriateness of instructional materials for children.

And second, it has been used as a measure of students' ability to compre-

hend (gain knowledge from) materials. The two uses are not really differ-

ent for the cloze procedure in determining the appropriateness (read-

ability) of material does so by measuring if the student can understand

the material. The difference in the two uses is simply the focus -- the

material or the students' performance.

The cloze procedure is not a "half-baked" technique. A recent

comprehensive bibliography on the cloze (Klare, 1971) lists 159 articles

and/or research reports on the use of doze. A check of the titles

suggests that 39 of the entries deal with cloze as a readability measure

and 105 discuss the cloze and its relation to comprehension. One of the

foremost experts on the cloze, author of 20 of these entries, is Professor

John Bormuth of the University of Chicago. Dr. Bormuth is serving as a

consultant to this assessment project.

PART III

WHY USE THE CLOZE?

Reasons for using the cloze procedure in the Madison assess-

ment are discussed below under these three headings: utility, validity

and objectivity.
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Utility of the Cloze Procedure

In order to answer the question "Can students read the material

that the school and society expect him to read?" it was necessary to test

students on a wide variety of materials. (For a complete listing of the

10 domains and 60 categories, see p. 16 in this paper and Appendix A,

p. 21.) The cloze procedure can be used on 4ny material containing

more than eleven words. Consequently, once the materials of concern are

identified, it is quite easy to turn them into a test by using the cloze

procedure. This allows the test constructor to forego the lengthy and

arduous task of constructing questions and establishing their reliability

and validity before the test is ready to be used.

Another utility feature of the cloze procedure has been sug-

gested earlier. This has to do with what might be called the "double

duty" aspect of the cloze test. As you recall, results on the c?oze

test canrbe looked at as saying something about both the students'

ability and the material.

Validity of the Cloze Procedure

When asking if the cloze procedure is valid, one is in essence

asking "Does the cloze test in fact do what it purports to do--namely

(1) measure the comprehension difficulty of the material, and (2) measure

the comprehension ability of the student? To answer this question, the

validity of the cloze procedure is discussed under the sub-headings of

(a) logical validity and (b) concurrent validity.

Logical validity

In establishing logical validity,or face validity as it is also

referred to, the target (the cloze procedure) is focused on through re-

flective glasses. In fairness to this reflective process, go back to
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the one cloze test included in this paper (p. 7) and think about it

and what you did as you were "guessing the missing word." Hold these

thoughts in your mind as you read below some comments Bormuth (1968a)

has made about the logical f the cloze procedure.

"Simitatit to Conv,otonat Testis: At iiitst glance a

ctoze tea y es appears o e a comptetety di6ietent

kind test and some authots have made much this 6act,

attempting to constAuct all .60A14 mystical_ theories about

ctoze tests. Some have ptoliessed to see a simitaxity between
the processes invotved in tesponding to a doze test and the
ctozute phenomenon observed in the perception os geomettic

Iiigums. Indeed, it was litom just this kind conjectute

that doze ptocedute got its name.

"On cteset inspection it can be seen that many o6 the
items in doze teadabitity testis are identical to those
liound in /Leading comprehension tests made by conventionat
methods and that the pnocesses nequited to 15itt doze btanks
ate ptobabty not dibietent litom those tequited to answe
conventionatty made items.

"Conventional completion test items ate made by simpty

deteting a woad Oh phtase lium a sentence. for exampte,

given the sentence "The boys 'Lode horses," it is possible

to maize the comptetion questions, 'Lade horses, The boys

----, The boys ---- horses, and The boys 'Lode ----. The

wh- questions ate made in much the same manse.
A WNW Oh phtase is deleted, a wh- phtase is insetted in its
peace, and the sentence is ttansliomed so that Al begins with
the wh- phtase. This gives the questions. "Who 'Lode hotses?

What did the boys do? What did the boys do to the horses?

and What did the boys Aide?" As in doze tests, the connect
answers to these questions au the words on phrases deteted.

"ComtAastis with Conventionat Tests: But items made by

eto:e and conventional test making pucedutes d4liet in
sevetat impontant respects. Fitst, in a doze teadabitity
test, only one wand is deteted at a time white in conven-
tionat tests, whole phrases and ctauses may atso be deteted.

"A second major dililietence is the 6act that doze
teadabitity testis ate made only 6tom the sentences in the
text while conventional test items may be made citheA nom

sentences in the text on. nom the sentences that can be

denived 4A°M the text.
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"Another major contnazt iz the tact that ctoze
teadabitity teals ate taken by ztudenth who have not mad
the undeteted version o6 the pazzage.

"Ptobabty too much has been made these conturts
between doze and conventionat teats. The student has
eighty percent o6 the text on which to ()oche hi.4 keaponsea,

zo hih kezponses very much depend on hJ ahitity to undek-

ztand the text. Atha, the tact that he has not mad the
oitiginat text may tequite that he use pkoceszez zim tan
to those tequi/Led to anmwek questions made 6tom de/Lived
zentences ptua a zenaitivity to the authoez Atyte and
the tone o6 the pazzage. Houeven, the contrasts do exiat
and zo the question must be Aziimed to the /maw/Eche/1_,
the 6inat anbitek (16 zuch disputea."

Bormuth in the comments above has chosen to establish the

logical validity of the cloze procedure by comparing and contrasting

the cloze procedure with conventional tests. In so doing, Bormuth

points out that while the cloze procedure appears to be different,

the correct answers for the cloze are frequently the identical answers

required by a more conventional test question. In addition, Bormuth

suggests that in order for the student to respond with the correct word

in a cloze blank, he needs:

1. to understand the meaning of the words that are used.

2. to attend to the relationships that exist within the

sentence, and

3. to respond to the author's tone and style.

This process above does, in fact, seem to be the process a

reader goes through as he takes a cloze test. This also seems to be a

logical description of what a reader has to do in an effort to comprehend

(gain information) from a message.
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Concurrent validity

When turning to concurrent validity, the reflective process

involved in establishing logical validity is put aside. In its place

the researcher, or final arbiter as Bormuth labels him, with his tools

and skills assesses the topic. Here is a summary of what some research-

ers have found in answer to the two questions asked in regard to the

doze procedure.

1. Does the doze test procedure measure the comprehension

difficulty of the material? Bormuth (1968a) reports:

"The mean petcent o6 items a group anwerls cokkectty on
a ctoze keadabitity test seems to pkovide an accukate measure
o6 the di66icutty o6 the passage, almost kegakdtess c'S how
diSSicutty is measuked. Shiba (1957) Sound a connetation oS
.83 between tie cLoze keadabitities o6 passages and the combined
subjective ratings o6 the passages by thkee judge.6. Bokmuth (1966)

Sound a coktetation oS .92 between the ctoze neadabitaLe4 oS
passages as measured by muttipte choice tests. Subsequentty,
Bonmuth (19686) used each o6 .the Souk 6onms oS the Guy ()kat

Reading PanagAaphs. He Sound connetation4 nanging Slim .90 to
.95 between the ctoze and wond recognition di66icaties of the
paragraphs and cokketations kanging Snom .91 to .98 between the
ctoze and the comptehemion di66icutties o6 the paragraphs."

2. Does the doze test procedure measure the comprehension

ability of the students? Bormuth (1969b) reports:

"Nw.iily att o6 the keseakch has shown that suites on ctoze
tests axe highly corms ated with scones on standardized tests o6
'Leading compnehemion abitity. Fon exampte, Jenkinson (1957),
Ruddett (1963), and Sonmuth (1965) Sound cokutationz which gen-
ekatty ranged Sum .70 to about .85.

Objectivity of the Cloze Procedure

The third reason for using the doze procedure is its objectivity.

The construction of the doze test is very straight forward. Once materials

are selected, explicit rules for deleting words are followed. Actually the

rules for selecting the materials themselves are explicit once a type of

material has been decided upon.
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Scoring of the doze test, while time consuming, is quite

objective when the correct response is the actual word that has been

deleted. The only judgments scorers need to make are related to

spelling. Then, if the word is recognizable, it is accepted.

An additional feature of objectivity is that is is difficult

if not nearly impossible to "teach for the test." The test is not a

knowledge test. The test samples an extremely wide body of actual

passages. If the student had been given practice working the doze pro-

cedure and was able to do well on the doze test--great! After all, we

want students to have the skills needed to respond well on the doze- -

if they have those skills, they can read! (During the test

situation, students are given a sample doze test to "warm-up" on.)

PART IV

HOW DOES THE CLOZE TEST RELATE TO LITERACY?

What Is Literacy?

Bormuth (1970, pp. 1-2), in the three paragraphs below, a -

cusses the importance of literacy and what literacy is and is.not.

Vort people agnee that the uttimate putpoze 06 /Leading
inztAuction 44 to enable ztudentz to undoutand what .they tead.
Without the titetacy ait.1.6 it iz impozzibte bon a pennon to

ctaim hi 6i/1.th/tight az an Ametican; in 4choot and throughout

hi6 tiie a pent on mutt nay upon hiz titetacy zk,itiz in

craticat wayz. 16 ad a ztudent he 44 unable to undeutand hiz
textbooks, he tie atmort certainly deztined 60t 6aitute and
early drop -out, making it di66icutt 104 him to obtain a zteady

and de4i/Labte job. Thetea6tek, Lt tie di66icutt eon him to

'study the mate/Lied:A that could ptovide him with the technicat

training necezzarty to impkove hips emptoyabitity. He -ins e6ec-

tivety dizen6tanchized by hi4 cult.ta42ed abitity to n6o him-

zet6 on potiticat izzuez. And he tie dewed accezz to the lich

cuttuut hetitage embodied in our titeriaturte. In 6holt, he CA

604Ced to five on the manyinz o6 vim Aou'ety.
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"A decade on two ago much os the pubeic and many educatoft,
adopted an oven.-simptitiied view the nature and cause 06 the
ittitetacy ptobtemz £n this countty, a view that aid mcst e6
the blame on the zchootz' 6aiturces to ptovide eatty and system-

atic instAuction in phonicz. The teazoning behind this position

wad tiaiAty zound in zome tespects: it was argued that a peuon
who cannot at Zeazt -identity the aloAds on a page cannot possibty

undeutold what those wotdz mean. Furahertmote, thete waz con-

z.idertabte jurtiiiication at that time ion the change that phonicz

inzttuction in the schools was neither systematic not vent'
However, thiz atmort exctuzive attention given to

mastery o6 the simpte sle412.d that enabte a chitd to catt, ox

ptonounce, the wouls he sees in ptint had most oti the

pubtie and many educators with a dangenousty narrowed concept
that equates a child's abitity .to ea.0 we/wiz with titetacy.

"In point Oct the abitity to catt wands when taken by

itset6 kepkesents a set o shitts o6 tetativety titzte impottance.

F04 exampte, most Aeadeu can ptonounce the nonsense wands in the

sentence The Dazes wogged the boliuds in the waygv. But cet-

tainty no one would ctaxm that he detived any zociat, economic,

ot intettectuat beneliit 6tom doing zo, because he obtained no

inlimmation Wm the sentence. Hence the vatue we de/Live 6tom

teading does not come 6tom the mete ptonunciation wands but

uthet 6tom the inpAmation we obtain by subsequentty compte-
hending the in6o4mation keptesented by those wo4ds. When we

speak o s titetacy, then, we are teatty ke6ertAing to a compeex

act conzizting both wand tecognition and the comptehenzion

that Ottowz. Any no..nxowex conception o5 titekacy is both

tAivia2 and absund."

In summary, Bormuth associates literacy with the ability to

read. For Bormuth the ability to read is synonymous with the ability

to gain information. The process of gaining information is viewed

as a complex act consisting of both word recognition and comprehension.

The question we are asking in the reading assessment is

"Can students gain information from the materials that society and

school expect them to be able to read?"

Determining Literacy

One way of measuring whether or not students are gaining

information would be to give them a multiple choice test before they
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read a passage; then let them read the passage; and then give them

the multiple choice test again. By subtracting the number correct

on the first test from the second test you have an index of the

information gained.

In essence, Bormuth (1969a) did what was just described.

But, he took the procedure one step further. Using the doze procedure,

he tested students to determine their doze test scores on the passages.

.Then by using appropriate statistical procedures (a regression model)

which related the doze score to the multiple choice test index

of information gain, Bormuth was able to turn the doze score itself

into a comparable index of information gain.

It appears (Bormuth, 1969a, 1971) that when a student

scores about 35% correct on the doze test, he is gaining little or

no information from the passage. Students, then, who score 35% on

the doze test over given material are at best only minimally literate

with respect to that material.

This reading assessment is asking whether or not students

are minimally literate with respect to the material they are expected

to read.

The ideas ptesented in the tast 'Sew partagnaphs
teptesent a teduction o6 an extensive body o b ne-

seanch. At best the presentation is simptistic.
Hupe6utty, you wilt 'mad and netead these pcutagn.aphz

with this in mind. 16 questions perusist, jot them

down, ask son ctalti6ication, go to the ne6ertences

Listed, etc.
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PART V

THE DESIGN OF THE READING ASSESSMENT STUDY

What Materials Were Actually Used?

If we are assessing the literacy of students with respect

to certain materials, a reasonable question is "What are the materials?"

Appendix A contains a complete list of materials by domain

and category.

In Appendix A after each category, the grade level at which

these kinds of materials were used is indicated. Also, if the same

representative sample from a category of material was used at more

than one grade level, it is indicated. For instance, in the domain

Reference Materials the passages used within the category "Telephone

directory" were the same at all four grade levels. On the other

hand, the passages from the category "Encyclopedia" differed at

grades 4, 7, and 10 because students use or are provided with different

encyclopedias at the different grade levels.

Who Determined What Materials Should Be Used?

A brainstorming process that took place over c number of

days and involving a number of people was used to develop the list

of materials represented by the sixty categories. The people in-

volved included thirty-nine teachers and administrators (many of

whom were parents) from Madison and neighboring communities.



Once the categories were established the actual gathering

of sample messages was done in a systematic and replicable way.

For instance, sample messages in the category "Promotional literature

on new cars" were gathered by soliciting new car dealers chosen at

random. Sample messages in the category "Newspapers" were gathered

by randomly and systematically sampling the lead news stories, edi-

torsials, feature stories, politiCal features in the Milwaukee Journal.

Materials were assigned as "appropriate and expected to

read at grade 4, etc." by one of two methods. One, the material

assigned itself. Textbooks purchased for fourth graders are for

fourth graders. Recreational department bulletins distributed to

fourth graders are for fourth graders, etc. Two, for those materials

whose grade level placement was not clear cut, sewing directions,

newspapers, consumer magazines, etc., placement was based on the

results of a survey of twenty members of the Madison Public School's

Curriculum Department. The survey asked them for their opinion re-

garding the placement of materials in light of school and societal

expectations.

The Passage Size and Preparation

The actual number of passages used to represent each category

varied. At times it was three, at other times it was as high as fif-

teen. Each passage used was randomly selected from the sample of

passages that had been gathered.

Passages were about sixty words in length. Each passage

contained ten blanks. The passage on page seven is an actual passage
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that was used. As a matter of fact, all students at all grade levels

were tested on this passage. For comparison sake, this became an

important passage. In the analysis of results, it is referred to as

the "common passage."

Using appropriate sampling techniques, each of the fourth

graders tested responded to 8 of the 144 test passages plus the

common passage. Each seventh grader tested responded to 6 of the 216

passages plus the common passage. Eaih tenth and twelfth grader re-

sponded to 10 of the 300 passages plus the common passage.

The Population

At grade four, 40% of the fourth grade population were

included in the assessment. These 1,066 students were selected

through a stratified random sampling technique. At grades 7, 10,

and 12 all students in attendance on the day of the test were in-

cluded in the assessment.

PART VI

QUESTIONS THE ASSESSMENT WILL HELP TO ANSWER
AND ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS THAT MIGHT BE RAISED

The question4 pnuented under the 6ottowing two
headingz a c.e onty teptuentative o6 a .anger body (16
question.). Do add you& own!

Questions the Assessment Will Help to Answer

Can students read the textbooks that the Board of Education

is purchasing for them?
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- Can students read other school related materials such as

reference materials and paperback recreational literature?

- Can students read recreational materials provided for

them by the public library?

- Can students read safety messages they are likely to

encounter, e.g., warnings on packages, warnings on per

tools, directions for using and dispensing drugs?

- Are there more girls who are minimally literate than

there are boys?

- Are there differences in the percent who are minimally

literate among the attendance areas across the city?

- To what extent are factors such as social economic level,

interest in reading, level of parent education, type of

school organization, type of school reading program, etc.,

contributing to literacy differences?

Additional Questions That Might Be Raised

- Do we have an adequate understanding of the reading process?

- Is it reasonable to expect elementary school child to

comprehend expository materials which require him to

understand abstract logical relationships that are outside

the realm of his personal experiences?

- Do unsuccessful reading experiences lead to negative

attitudes toward reading? Do these negative attitudes

largely prevent the school from doing effective remedial

work later on?



- To date, most studies indicate that it is the teacher

rather than the program that makes a difference in the

students' acquisition of reading skills. If so, what

are the teacher skills or teacher strategies that are

most successful?

- Are there approaches to reading instruction that are

not now used in Madison that may offer better alternatives

to producing literate readers?

- Are there teaching skills that teachers should be taught

to use that can help to prepare a student for his reading

of a textbook lesson?

- To what extent are instructional packets produced locally

readable for the students for whom they are intended?

- Is it valid to assume that we can move to an individualized

curriculum if that curriculum is based heavily on written

materials that many students may be unable to read?

- How readable are the ungraded materials being placed in

our instructional materials centers and resource centers?
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APPENDIX A

DOMAINS AND CATEGORIES

A. Recreational Licerature: Grade Level Used

1. Magazines (3)
+

4-7-10-12
2. Stories dealing with family relationships (3) 4-7-10-12
3. Animal stories (3) 4-7-10-12
4. Patriotic stories (3) 4-7-10-12

5. Biographies (3) 4-7-10-12

6. Adventure stories (3) 4-7-10-12
7. Student newspapers (3) 4-7-10-12

8. Mystery stories (3) 4-7-10-12

B. School:

(5)

1.

2.

3.

Student handbook (3)
Paperback list (15)
Standardized test instructions

7-10-12
4-7-10-12
4-7-10-12*

C. Automobile:

cars (3)

(3)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Promotional literature on new
Auto insurance promotion (3)
Automotive license manual (3)
Automotive driving tips (3)
Operator's and owner's manual
Penalty point literature (3)

10-12*
10-12*
10-12*

10-12*
10-12*
10-12*

D. Citizenship:

(3)

(27)

1.

2.

3.

4.

Wisconsin Constitution
Voting directions (3)

Newspapers (40)
Referenda statements

10-12*
12*

7-10-12*
12*

E. Leisure-time Activities:

1. Rule books (sports) (3)

2. Directions for assembling toys (3)

7-10-12*
7-10-12*

+ Number indicates the quantity of passages which will represent that

category.
* Indicates all grades involved received the same passages.
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E. Leisure-time Activities: (Continued) Grade Level Used

3. Recreation department bulletins (3) 4-7-10-12
4. Directions for games (3) 4-7-10-12*
5. T.V. Guide (3) 4-7-10-12*
6. Boy/Girl Scout Manual (3) 4-7-10-12*
7. Directions accompanying sewing patterns (3) 4-7-10-12*

F. Occupational:

1. Vocational School annual ad (3) 10-12*
2. Instructions on job applications (3) 10-12*

3. Civil Service test applications (3) 12*

4. Armed Forces promotional literature (3) 10-12*

5. Prospective careers promotional literature (3) 10-12*

6. Instructions for filling out forms (3) 10-12*

7. School catalogs (3) 10-12*

G. Reference Materials:

1. Road maps (3) 7-10-12*

2. Telephone directory (3) 4-7-10-12*

3. Encyclopedia (3) 4-7-10-12

4. Reference books (3) 4-7-10-12

H. Safety:

1. Fire Department literature (3) 4-7-10-12*

2. Airplane emergency literature (3) 4-7-10-12*

3. Civil Defense instructions (3) 4-7-10-12*

4. Bicycle and pedestrian rules and fire
evacuation (5)

4-7-10-12*

5. Warnings on commercial packaging (10) 4-7-10-12*

6. Heart, Cancer, and Red Cross literature (3) 7-10-12*

7. Directions for power tools (3) 7-10-12*

I. Consumer Material:

1. Junk mail (3) 7-10-12*

2. Messages on packages (3) 4-7-10-12*

3. Recipes (3) 7-10-12*

4. Catalogs (3) 7-10-12*

5. Contractual agreements (3) 12*

6. Banking promotional literature (3) 10-12*

7. Financial planning literature (3) 10-12*
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I. Consumer Material: (Continued) Grade Level Used

8. Advertisements (3)
9. Conservation/tzology literature (3)

10. Consumer magazines (3)

J. Textbooks:

1. Language Arts and Reading (12)
2. Social Studies (12)
3. Science (12)
4. Mathematics (12)

TOTAL - 300 representative passages

7-10-12*
7-10-12*

10-12*

4-7-10-12
4-7-10-12
4-7-10-12
4-7-10-12

Numbers:

A. 60 categories in 10 domains.

B. 300 passages to represent these.

C. 4th Grade: 18 different booklets of 9 tests each to cover 144

passages.

D. 7th Grade: 36 different booklets of 7 tests each to cover 216
passages.

E. 10th and 12th Grades: 30 different booklets of 11 tests each to

cover 300 passages.
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